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Telling you what I’m going to tell you

• My background
• Why clear communications are important for space
• Pitfalls 
• Priorities 
• Telling you what I told you
• Q&A
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My background

• Space advocate

• Space writer

• Space reporter
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Why clear communications are 
important for space
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Apathy

We want people to care
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Mission success

We want hardware to work 
correctly
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Safety

We want hardware to operate 
safely
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Sensible regulation

Lawmakers need to be educated 
on space 
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More people living & working in space

The public needs to know what’s 
happening
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Pitfalls
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Pitfall #1:
Assuming space communications 
are for “everybody!”



The Pareto Principle

• Named after economist Vilfredo Pareto
• 80 percent of consequences come from 20 percent of the causes
• Also known as the 80/20 Rule

What this means for space communicators:
Your communications should focus on the top 20% of stakeholders 
paying for your efforts

Source: Investopedia.com 12

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/paretoprinciple.asp


Pitfall #2:
Believing that space activities 
can only be explained one way



Simple need not = “dumbing down”

• You can use clear language that is not AS 
technical as jargon
• “Soil” vs. “regolith”
• “Rocket” vs. “launch vehicle”
• “Fuel” vs. “propellant”
• “Elliptical orbit near the Moon” vs. “Near 

Rectilinear Halo Orbit (NRHO)”
• You don’t want your audience to get lost 
• If you lose your audience, you’ve lost the 

battle to win hearts and minds
• What this means for space organizations: 

You need to write clearly to meet your 
audience’s needs!

14Image source: XKCD.com



Pitfall #3:
Not explaining benefits of space 
activities



So what? – Why Should I Care?

• Summarize key content in plain 
language up front:
• Functions/capabilities
• Benefits
• Costs
• Hazards/threats

• Don’t assume that your audience 
knows the  implications of the 
content 
• Applies to science and

engineering!
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Show me the money!



Priorities
Audience, situation, outcome, & WIIFMs
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Audience, situation, outcome, & WIIFMs

• Audience – who’s listening?

• Situation – under what circumstances are they receiving the 
message?

• Outcome – how should the audience react?

• WIIFMs – what’s the impact/benefit to your audience?
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Who’s communicating?

• Government agencies
• Private sector
• Academic institutions
• Nonprofits/advocacy 

organizations

Image credits: NASA, NASASpaceflight.com, SpaceX, NSS
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Priorities

Government agencies
• Primary audiences
• Situations
• Preferred outcomes
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WIIFMs

• Government agencies
• Contractors or other agencies: How does your content affect my 

budget/schedule/technology?
• Elected officials: What will it cost? 
• Taxpayers: Is my money being spent wisely? What am I getting out 

of this?
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Priorities

Private sector
• Primary audiences
• Situations
• Preferred outcomes
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WIIFMs

• Private sector
• Government agencies/customers: 
• Are you following the laws or meeting the intent of the regulations?
• Are you meeting my cost, schedule, or technology needs?
• Defense/intelligence agencies: how are you protecting my sensitive 

information?
• All customers:
• What are your product/service benefits? (Better, faster, cheaper…?)
• Is it safe?
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Priorities

Academic institutions
• Primary audiences
• Situations
• Preferred outcomes
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WIIFMs

• Academic institutions
• Funding organizations: 
• How is my money being spent?
• How will you work with us?

• All of your audiences:
• What are the benefits of your research?
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Priorities

Nonprofit/advocacy 
organizations
• Primary audiences
• Situations
• Preferred outcomes
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WIIFMs

• Donors/members
• What are you doing to advance your cause?
• What do I get for my money?
• What are the benefits of your cause to someone like me? 
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Telling you what I told you
• The more we do in space, the more people need clear communications

• Build excitement
• Promote safety
• Ensure sensible regulation
• An informed public is an engaged public

• Avoid the pitfalls – don’t assume:
• Space communications are for everyone
• Everyone understands technical jargon
• Everyone will know the benefit(s) of your work

• Focus on the priorities:
• Have a specific audience in mind
• Be mindful of the situation
• Have an end in mind
• Include a WIIFM
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Final thoughts

• Effective technical communication cannot guarantee 
effective outcomes; however, it can:
• Articulate intentions
• Present positive image
• Deliver documentation effectively 
• Get people to understand the value of what you’re doing
• Share the right messages with the right people at the right time
• Inspire others to want to live and work in space
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Q&A
Bart Leahy
www.heroictechwriting.com
bart@heroictechwriting.com
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